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Abstract: The injected fluids in secondary processes supplement the natural energy present in the
reservoir to displace oil. The recovery efficiency mainly depends on the mechanism of pressure
maintenance. However, the injected fluids in tertiary or enhanced oil recovery (EOR) processes
interact with the reservoir rock/oil system. Thus, EOR techniques are receiving substantial attention
worldwide as the available oil resources are declining. However, some challenges, such as low sweep
efficiency, high costs and potential formation damage, still hinder the further application of these
EOR technologies. Current studies on nanoparticles are seen as potential solutions to most of the
challenges associated with these traditional EOR techniques. This paper provides an overview of the
latest studies about the use of nanoparticles to enhance oil recovery and paves the way for researchers
who are interested in the integration of these progresses. The first part of this paper addresses studies
about the major EOR mechanisms of nanoparticles used in the forms of nanofluids, nanoemulsions
and nanocatalysts, including disjoining pressure, viscosity increase of injection fluids, preventing
asphaltene precipitation, wettability alteration and interfacial tension reduction. This part is followed
by a review of the most important research regarding various novel nano-assisted EOR methods
where nanoparticles are used to target various existing thermal, chemical and gas methods. Finally,
this review identifies the challenges and opportunities for future study regarding application of
nanoparticles in EOR processes.

Keywords: nanoparticles; enhanced oil recovery (EOR); review study; water flooding; gas injection;
thermal methods; chemical flooding

1. Introduction

Oil recovery operations are subdivided into three stages: primary, secondary, and tertiary [1].
Primary production results from the displacement energy naturally existing in a reservoir, such as
solution-gas drive, gas-cap drive and natural water drive, etc. [2]. Secondary recovery processes
are waterflooding and gas injection. Tertiary processes use miscible gases, chemicals and or thermal
energy to displace additional oil after the secondary recovery process [3]. There are some mechanistic
distinctions between secondary and tertiary processes. The injected fluids in secondary processes
supplement the natural energy present in the reservoir to displace oil. The recovery efficiency mainly
depends on the mechanism of pressure maintenance. However, the injected fluids in tertiary processes
interact with the reservoir rock/oil system. These interactions might result in lower interfacial tensions
(IFT), oil swelling, oil viscosity reduction, wettability modification, or favorable phase behavior. In
some situations, the so-called tertiary process might be applied as a secondary operation. Therefore,
the term ‘tertiary recovery’ fell into disfavor in literature and the designation of “EOR” became more
accepted [3].
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As the production rates of existing fields are declining and the frequency of new exploration has
become greatly lower in the last decades, the significance of EOR techniques is highly understood by
oil companies and authorities. It is well known that there are three major categories of available EOR
technologies (Figure 1) [4–9].

(1) Thermal methods mainly introduce heat into heavy oil reservoirs by various methods, such as
cyclic steam simulation (CSS), steam flooding and steam-assisted gravity drainage (SAGD), to
better the flow ability of the heavy oil or bitumen in reservoirs by changing its physical properties
(viscosity and density).

(2) Gas methods utilize hydrocarbon gases (CH4, C3H8 or natural gas) or non-hydrocarbon gases
(N2, or CO2) that dissolve in oil. In this way, the injected gas can improve oil recovery by
decreasing oil viscosity and expanding oil volume.

(3) Chemical methods mainly involve the use of long-chained molecules called polymers to increase
the effectiveness of waterflood, or the use of detergent-like surfactants to help lower IFT that
often prevents oil droplets from moving through a reservoir.
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In brief, all these EOR methods tend to recover more oil from reservoirs by various mechanisms
such as IFT reduction, wettablility alteration, mobility control, change of physical properties and
gravity drainage.

However, it also can be seen from Figure 1 that all these traditional EOR processes face some
important challenges. For example, for gas methods, the injected gas often quickly penetrates through
reservoirs from injection wells to producing wells, resulting in a large amount of residual oil remaining
uncovered in reservoirs because of the high mobility ratio of injected gas and oil [10,11]. Moreover,
chemical processes are often limited by the high cost of chemicals, possible formation damages, and
losses of chemicals [12,13]. Therefore, less expensive, more efficient, and environmentally friendly
EOR methods are greatly needed. Nanoparticles (NPs) offer novel pathways to address the unsolved
challenges. NPs are defined as particles with size ranges from 1 nm to 100 nm [14], and show some
useful characteristics as EOR agents when compared to the available injection fluids used in the
traditional EOR processes such as gas, water and chemicals:

Ultra-small size: One of the most important challenges to chemical processes is pore plugging
and injected chemicals trapped in porous media which result in reducing formation permeability and
increasing the injection cost [15]. Commonly used NPs, such as SiO2, TiO2 and Al2O3, are in the order
of 1 nm–100 nm (Figure 2), which is smaller compared to pore and throat sizes [16]. Thus, they can
easily flow through porous media without severe permeability reduction and becoming trapped which
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increases the EOR effectivity of the injection fluids. In addition, due to ultra-small size of NPs, they
have the ability to penetrate some pores where traditional injection fluids are unable to. Thus, NPs can
contact more swept zones, and increase the macroscopic sweep efficiency.
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Very high surface to volume ratio: Due to their small particle size, NPs have a very high surface to
volume ratio (Figure 3). The large surface area increases the proportion of atoms on the NP surface [17].
Figure 3 explains the concept of the increasing surface area with decreasing size of the particles. At
each step in Figure 3, the same mass and volume of the sample, but a higher surface area results with
each smaller size.
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Low costs and environmental friendliness: One concern of using chemicals on the field scale is the
injection cost. Because the price of NPs is usually cheaper than chemicals, NPs can be widely applied
for EOR at oilfields. Moreover, most of the NPs used are environmentally friendly materials compared
to chemical substances. For example, most of the silica NPs are silicon dioxide, which is the main
component of sandstone. In short, NPs are very cost effective and environmentally friendly.

Due to the aforementioned characteristics of NPs, they provide many potential solutions to the
existing challenges faced by traditional EOR methods. Therefore, this paper provides an overview of
the latest studies about NPs to enhance the oil recovery and paves the way for researchers who are
interested in the integration of these progresses. The first part of this paper addresses studies about
the major EOR mechanisms of NPs used in the forms of nanofluids, nanoemulsions and nanocatalysts.
This part is followed by a review of the most important research regarding various novel nano-assisted
EOR methods where NPs are used to target various existing thermal, chemical and gas methods.
Finally, this review identifies the challenges and opportunities for future study regarding application
of nanoparticles in EOR processes.
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2. EOR Mechanisms

Understanding the EOR mechanisms of NPs is important for nano-assisted EOR processes when
NPs are used as novel EOR agents. Recent studies about the interactions of nanofluid, oil and rock
have revealed some EOR mechanisms. However, the EOR mechanisms of NPs are still not totally
understood. Nowadays, the applications of NPs in EOR processes can be summarized into three
major approaches: nanofluids, nanocatalysts and nanoemulsions. The following sections discuss their
respective EOR mechanisms in combination with their corresponding EOR processes.

2.1. Nanofluids

A nanofluid is simply defined as a base fluid with NPs that have an average size of less than
100 nm in colloidal suspension [18]. The base fluid can be any liquid such as oil, water or gas.
Generally, nanofluids formed by adding various NPs in water or brine are used to improve water
flooding recovery. The EOR mechanisms of nanofluids have already been investigated in literatures,
which mainly includes disjoining pressure, pore channels plugging, viscosity increase of injection
fluids, IFT reduction, wettability alteration and preventing asphaltene precipitation. The schematic of
the EOR mechanisms of nanofluids is shown in Figure 4.
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2.1.1. Disjoining Pressure

The NPs in the nanofluids can form a self-assembled wedge-shaped film on contact with oil phase
as shown in Figure 4a. The wedge film acts to separate the oil droplets from the rock surface, thereby
recovering more oil than previously possible with conventional injection fluids. The wedge-shaped
film is formed due to the existence of a pressure, called structural disjoining pressure [19,20].

The generation of the structural disjoining pressure is osmotic. Driven by an injection pressure of
nanofluids, the injected nanofluids exert a pressure forcing the NPs in the confined region forward,
and they tend to arrange themselves in well-ordered layers. This arrangement increases the entropy of
the nanofluids due to the greater freedom of the NPs in the nanofluids. The result of this arrangement
exerts additional disjoining pressure at that interface more than that in the bulk liquid. This conclusion
was proved by the simulated shape of the meniscus profile in the wedge region in both the presence
and the absence of NPs (Figure 5).
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It can be seen from Figure 5 that the contact line of the oil, rock and nanofluid is more forward
than that of the bulk liquid [21]. The Brownian motion and electrostatic repulsion between NPs are the
energies that generate this disjoining pressure. NP size, amount of the NPs, temperature, salinity of the
base fluid, and the characteristics of the rock surface affect the magnitude of the disjoining pressure.
For example, the force caused by a single NP is extremely weak. However, when large amounts of
NPs are present, the force can be upwards of 50,000 psi at the vertex [20].

2.1.2. Pore Channels Plugging

Pore channel plugging can be caused by two mechanisms: mechanical entrapment and
log-jamming (Figure 6) [22]. Mechanical entrapment occurs because the diameter of injected
components is larger than pore channels that they flow through (Figure 6a). Generally, pore channels
are in microscale, thousand times bigger than NPs. Therefore, NPs are able to penetrate pore channels
without mechanical entrapment. However, it is noted that some metal NPs may block pore channels
due to their large size [23,24]. Thus, before these NPs are injected into reservoirs, the evaluation process
should be conducted to insure the feasibility of enhancing oil recovery.
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entrapment; (b) log-jamming.

Log-jamming is plugging of pore channels that are larger than each NP. When a nanofluid flows
from pores to throats, the narrowing of flow area and the differential pressure will lead to a velocity
increase of the nanofluid. The small H2O molecules will flow faster than the NPs causing accumulation
of NPs at the entrance of the pore throats (Figure 6b). In some cases, plugging of pore throats due
to log-jamming is beneficial to improve the performance of nanofluid flooding. It can be seen from
Figure 4b that, in the very small pore throat, Log-jamming results in NPs accumulation and blockage
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of the pore throat. The pressure builds up in the adjacent pore throat, forcing out the oil trapped in
the pore throat. Once the oil is freed, the surrounding pressure drops and the plugging gradually
disappears and the NPs start to flow with the water. This can be considered as temporary log-jamming.
This phenomenon is mainly governed by the concentration and size of NPs, flow rate and the diameters
of pore throats.

2.1.3. Decreasing the Mobility Ratio of Injected Fluids

One of the important parameters for EOR processes is mobility ratio. The mobility ratio can be
obtained by the following expression [25]:

M =
λi

λo
=

kri/µi

kro/µo
=

kriµo

kroµi
(1)

where λi and λo are injected fluids and oil mobilities, respectively. kri and kro are the relative
permeabilities of the injected fluids and oil, respectively; µi and µo are the effective viscosities of
the injected fluids and oil, respectively. According to the equation, a higher mobility ratio exists during
the displacing processes because the viscosity of a traditional injected fluid, such as water, CO2 or
chemical, is often lower than that of oil. The high mobility ratio easily causes viscous fingering
of injected fluids within oil, poor conformance, and poor sweep efficiency. The mobility ratio
can be decreased by viscosity reduction of oil phase or viscosity enhancement of injected fluids.
Nanofluids can solve the above mentioned problem because adding NPs in traditional fluids can
increase the effective viscosity of injected fluids. Shah and Rusheet [26] found that the viscosity of
CO2 nanofluids (1% CuO NPs in gas phase CO2) was 140 times greater than that of CO2. Furthermore,
Molnes et al. [27] found that the shear viscosity of aqueous medium was increased when cellulose
nanocrystals were dispersed in de-ionized water.

The viscosity of a nanofluid is influenced by several factors, such as shear rate, temperature and
NP concentration. For example, the viscosity of the SiO2 nanofluid increases with decreasing shear
rate. The increasing rate of its viscosity at lower temperature is higher than that at higher temperature
(Figure 7) [28].
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For nanocellulose nanofluids, the shear dependence of viscosity is generally subjected to two
distinct stages. When shear rates are low, viscosities decrease linearly with shear rates in the first
stage, suggesting a pronounced shear-thinning behavior. As shear rates increase, a transition occurs
at the second stage; i.e., shear viscosities increase with shear rates. It is believed that nanocellulose
is rearranged to form the ordered networks again and leads the viscous property to recover [29].
Furthermore, the viscosity of nanofluids increases with increasing NP concentration and brine salinities.
The type of NPs also affects the viscosity of nanofluids. At the same concentration, the viscosity of the
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SiO2 nanofluid is higher than that obtained by the Al2O3 nanofluid [30]. Iron oxide also can increase
the viscosity of the injected fluids causing the increase in the sweep efficiency [31].

2.1.4. IFT Reduction

IFT is one of the main parameters used to determine fluids’ distribution and movement in porous
media. Therefore, it is necessary to obtain the IFT between oil and injected fluids for evaluation of an
EOR technique. Some types of NPs also have been considered as potential agents to reduce IFT, which
is one of the main EOR mechanisms for nanofluid flooding.

The IFT between crude oil and nanofluids is usually measured using the pendant drop method [5].
During the experimental process, an oil droplet is generated from the end of a capillary needle in a
nanofluid at experimental pressure and temperature. The IFT value is calculated by analyzing the
complete shape of the oil droplet by an accurate video system and analysis software.

Hendraningrat et al. [32,33] measured the IFT between synthetic oil and nanofluids by the pendant
drop method. The results showed that adding NPs into brine reduced the IFT from 14.7 mN/m to
9.3 mN/m. In addition, increasing nanofluid concentration from 0.01 wt % to 0.05 wt % decreased
the IFT from 9.3 mN/m to 5.2 mN/m. Therefore, IFT is sensitive to nanofluid concentration, and
decreases as nanofluid concentration increases. Li and Parvazdavani [34,35] also carried out similar
experiments to study the effect of SiO2 NPs on IFT, and they believed that SiO2 NPs have more impact
on IFT reduction than wettability alteration.

Recently, some experiments were conducted to compare the IFT values between crude oil and
various metal nanofluids. For instance, Adel et al. [30] compared the effects of SiO2 and Al2O3

nanofluids on IFT at ambient pressure and temperature. They found that the IFT clearly decreased
when either of them was added into brine. The SiO2 nanofluid had a lower IFT value than the
Al2O3 nanofluid. Therefore, SiO2 nanofluid had the potential to produce more oil from reservoirs.
Alomair et al. [16] furthered to compare the ability of three NPs (Al2O3, SiO2 and NiO) to reduce IFT
between the crude oil and nanofluids. They found that the SiO2 NPs resulted in the lowest IFT value
and NiO had the lowest reduction on IFT. The main reason for the IFT reduction is high adsorption of
NPs that modifies oil and water surface.

2.1.5. Wettability Alteration

The definition of rock wettability is the tendency of a fluid to adhere to the rock surface competing
with another immiscible fluid [36]. It is a key factor to govern oil recovery by affecting capillary
pressure, fluids saturation, and relative permeability. Recent years, nanofluids have been considered
as potential agents to alter wettability (Figure 4c).

Currently, there are three main experimental methods that are commonly used by researchers
for wettability measurement: the contact angle method, the Amott test and the core displacement
test [37–41]. Among them, the contact angle method is the most universal used approach to determine
wettability. The wettability can be easily obtained by the rules shown in Figure 8.
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The Amott test mainly uses the wettability index (Iw) to determine wettability that combines
spontaneous and forced displacement at room condition. The definition of Iw is as follows:

Iw =
Vo1

Vo1 + Vo2
− Vw1

Vw1 + Vw2
(2)

where Vo and Vw describe oil volume from imbibition process and water volume from drainage
process, respectively. Subscript ‘1’ means spontaneous displacement process and ‘2’ means forced
displacement process. Iw ranges from −1, as completely water-wet, to 1, as completely oil wet and 0 is
considered as neutral wettability.

The core displacement test also can be used to determine wettability alterations by comparing the
changes in residual water saturation (Swr), oil relative permeability (kro) and the point where the water
and oil relative permeabilities are equal (crossover point) before and after nanofluid treatment. Based
on Craig’s rules, if the Swr increases, the kro and the crossover point move to the right after nanofluid
treatment, the wettability is changed from an oil-wet to a water-wet condition (Figure 9) [37].

Based on the aforementioned experimental methods, many studies were performed to investigate
the effects of various nanofluids on the wettability alteration. The experimental results reported in
literatures are listed in Table 1.

In the literature, some authors have conducted systematic studies about the effects of various
nanofluids on the wettability alteration of different types of rocks (sandstone, carbonate and shale).
Li et al. [42] performed Amott tests to measure Iw and reported that SiO2 NPs changed oil wet
sandstone cores to neutral wet. Then, Roustaei and Bagherzadeh [43] experimentally investigated
the impact of SiO2 NPs on the wettability of a carbonate reservoir rock. Also, the results showed
that SiO2 NPs could be treated as wettability modifiers for carbonate cores. For fractured limestones,
Al-Anssari et al. [28] found that the SiO2 nanofluids induced wettability alteration on oil-wet and
mixed-wet calcite substrates, consistent with the results of Roustaei and Bagherzadeh. In addition,
Mahdi et al. [44] found that nano-biomaterials have the ability to alter the wettability of shale from
oil-wet to water-wet due to simultaneous utilization of nano and biomaterials.
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In order to understand how oil viscosity affects the wettability alteration of rock surfaces,
Maghzi et al. [45] conducted an experiment to study the change of contact angles when the glass
surfaces coated by a SiO2 nanofluid and heavy oil with different viscosity and found that the SiO2 NPs
also caused wettability alteration from oil-wet to water-wet regardless the viscosity of measured oil.

Recently, the feasibility of metal NPs to alter wettability has been investigated in addition to
SiO2 NPs. Hendraningrat, et al. [46] investigated the role of Al2O3 NPs on wettability alteration by
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the aforementioned three methods. They found that dispersing Al2O3 nanofluids could alter the
wettability of the sandstone cores from a strongly oil-wet to a strongly water-wet condition. Then,
Hendraningrat et al. [47] investigated nano-Al2O3 and TiO2 and compared them with SiO2. The results
showed that TiO2 changed the quartz plate to be more strongly water-wet. Karimi et al. [48] found
that ZrO2-based nanofluids (ZrO2 NPs and mixtures of nonionic surfactants) had the same influence
on the wettability alteration of a carbonate reservoir rock.

Actually, the wettability alteration caused by nanofluids can be affected by many factors, such
as NP concentration and size and water salinity. Li et al. [34] conducted contact angle measurement
of crude oil against silica nanofluids with various concentrations on synthetic silica, and concluded
that water wetness increased with increasing the NP concentration. Then, Hendraningrat et al. [49]
found that NP size influenced obviously wettability by using the Amott-test method. Contact angle of
aqueous phase decreased as NP size decreased. This is because the electrostatic repulsion force between
the NPs is bigger when amount of NPs is large and size is small. In addition, Hendraningrat, et al. [46]
found that the alterations in wettability depend on the degree of water salinity, ionic composition,
initial porous medium wettability, solid system and duration of NP interaction in the fluid-rock system.
Al-Anssari et al. [28] studied the reversibility of NP adsorption and observed that NP adsorption was
mainly irreversible, although a partially reversible behavior existed after washing the surface with
acetone and/or distilled water.

Recently, some authors try to analyze the reasons why the NPs can result in wettability alteration
of rock surfaces by some novel characterization techniques. For example, Karimi et al. [48] proved that
NPs adsorbed on the calcite forming of nano textured surfaces by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) images and energy dispersive X ray (EDX) (Figure 10). Al-Anssari et al. [28] tested the
surface modification with SEM–EDS and atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements. It was
observed that the distribution of the NPs on the surface were homogeneous after nano-modification
(Figure 11) [50,51].
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Table 1. Summary on experimental studies about wettability alteration by nanofluids.

References NPs/Base Fluids Oil Type Oil Properties Rock Type Measurement
Methods Influence Factors

Density (kg/m3) Viscosity (cp)

Al-Anssari et al. [28] SiO2/brine N-decane N/A N/A Calcite Contact angle method
NP concentration, salinity,
time, and reversibility of

NP adsorption

Li et al. [34] SiO2/brine Light oil 826 5.1 Glass Contact angle method NP concentration

Giraldo et al. [37] Al2O3/anionic
surfactant solution Heavy oil 895 64 Sandstone

Contact angle method,
Amott test and core

displacement test
NP concentration

Li et al. [42] SiO2/brine Light oil 847 15.3 Sandstone Amott test NP type and
concentration

Roustaei et al. [43] SiO2/brine Light oil 857 11 Carbonate Contact angle method NP concentration

Mahdi et al. [44] SiO2-biomaterial/water Heavy oil 925 200 Shale Contact angle method NP concentration

Maghzi et al. [45] SiO2/brine Heavy oil 933 870 Glass Contact angle method NP concentration

Hendraningrat et al. [47] (SiO2, Al2O3, TiO2) +
Povidone/brine Light oil 826 5.1 Quartz Contact angle method NP type

Karimi et al. [48] ZrO2 + Surfactants/
distilled water Heavy oil 861 425 Carbonate Contact angle method,

Amott test
Aging time, type of

nonionic surfactants and

Hendraningrat et al. [49] SiO2/brine Light oil 826 5.1 Sandstone Contact angle method,
Amott test NP size
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2.1.6. Preventing Asphaltene Precipitation

Some EOR techniques, such as CO2 miscible flooding, may cause significant asphaltene
precipitation due to special reservoir conditions, which leads to wettability alteration, formation
permeability reduction, and transportation pipelines blockage, etc. [52–54]. Therefore, a solution to
prevent asphaltene precipitation is vital for these EOR techniques to improve oil recovery.

Some researchers proved that NPs can solve the asphaltene problems effectively and not cause
environmental hazards (Figure 4d). For example, Abu Tarboush and Husein [53] found that NPs
had the ability to stabilize asphaltene precipitation. From the knowledge gained, Alomair et al. [16]
tested the mixed SiO2-Al2O3 nanofluids on asphaltene precipitation and observed that as the nanofluid
concentration increased, asphaltene precipitation was delayed further. Recently, Kazemzadeh et al. [55]
conducted a set of experiments to determine how SiO2, NiO, and Fe3O4 NPs prevented asphaltene
precipitation by a micromodel. They found that the presence of the NPs leaded to the adsorption of
the NPs onto the asphaltene molecules surface, which significantly reduced the asphaltene flocculation
in the porous media.

Some studies have investigated the effects of various factors, such as asphaltene and water
content, temperature and contact time on the asphaltene adsorption onto NP surfaces [56,57].
The results showed that the extent of asphaltene adsorption onto the NPs increased with increasing
the contact time. Actually, large amounts of asphaltene were adsorbed onto the NP surface in a short
period of time. The asphaltene adsorption was increased with the increase of asphaltene content and
the decrease of temperature and the amount of existing water.

2.2. Nanoemulsions

A nanoemulsion is a kind of emulsion that is stabilized by NPs, which demonstrates a great
ability to overcome the challenges encountered with conventional emulsions stabilized by surfactants
or colloidal solids [58]. Actually, nanoemulsion droplets fall in the same droplet length-scale (<100 nm)
as a microemulsion, but they are a kinetically controlled systems that can retain their morphology
with the change in oil volume fraction. Therefore, nanoemulsions can withstand harsh conditions
(high temperatures, pressures, shear and salinity) to remain stable in reservoirs and have a wider
application range compared with microemulsions [59]. In addition, the high viscosity of nanoemulsion
can effectively control mobility ratio during flooding, which is very important for improving heavy
oil recovery, rather than polymers that are relatively large and have high retention on reservoir
rocks [60,61]. Finally, nanoemulsions are small enough to penetrate through pore throats without
much retention. Therefore, they are suited to large-scale applications in field scales [62]. All these
advantages of nanoemulsion contribute to improve oil recovery and attract great interest for researchers
and oil companies.

The most commonly used NPs for emulsions are silica NPs. The wettability of these NPs can
be adjusted by the amount of silanol groups on their surface [19]. The NPs can be made hydrophilic
with high percentage (over 90%) of silanol groups on the surface, and consequently they form stable
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oil-in-water (o/w) emulsions. On the other hand, when the silica particles are only coated about
10% on their surface by silanol groups, they are hydrophobic and yield water-in-oil (w/o) emulsions.
Furthermore, when the nanoparticles are only partially coated with silanol groups (e.g., 70%), they
become particles with “intermediate hydrophobicity;” the stable emulsion type they generate depends
on the oil polarity, i.e., formation of o/w emulsions are favored with nonpolar oils whereas w/o
emulsions are preferred with polar oils [20].

The phenomena of emulsification have been observed in some micromodel experiments during
nanofluid flooding processes, which is shown in Figure 12. The main reasons for the effect of NPs on
emulsion are discussed by some studies. Images obtained by an optical microscope showed that the
uniform size of the NPs generate a compact, well-structured monolayer at the aqueous/non-aqueous
phase interface to make the emulsion extremely stable even under high temperatures (Figure 13) [16].
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In addition to generate w/o or o/w emulsions by using NPs, the silica NPs can be used
to stabilize supercritical CO2-in-water emulsion, and water-in-supercritical CO2 emulsion [63,64].
These nanoemulsions can be used for improving oil recovery, especially for CO2 flooding or CO2

sequestration because they can maintain stable under harsh reservoir conditions (high temperatures,
pressures, shear and salinity).

2.3. Nanocatalysts

Nanocatalysts can be defined as nano-sized metal particles used as catalysts that occur during
steam injection into heavy oil reservoirs [65]. Compared with traditional catalysts, nanocatalysts have
several advantages, shown in Figure 14 [65–67]. They can be used to conduct upgrading in heavy oil
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reservoirs converting bitumen to lighter products by some chemical reactions. These reactions are
called aquathermolysis. The presence of nanocatalysts, such as nickel and iron, catalyzes the breaking
of carbon-sulfur bonds within asphaltenes, increasing saturates and aromatics in the heavy oil, which
can be described as follows [68]:

R-S-R (organic sulphur compound) + H2O→ CO + H2S + lighter organic compound (3)
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The produced CO reacts with water during the water gas shift reaction and produces hydrogen.
These reactions occur in the temperature range of the thermal EOR processes (200 to 300 ◦C).
The produced hydrogen molecules attack the unstable and unsaturated molecule of oil and produce
lighter and saturated molecules by means of hydrogenolysis [69].

Furthermore, one of the significant mechanisms of aquathermolysis is to decrease heavy oil
viscosity. Shokrlu et al. [70] found that nickel NPs with concentration of 500 ppm resulted in
viscosity reduction from 2700 mPa·s to 1900 mPa·s. This effect of NPs on viscosity was also observed
by Clark et al. [71,72] when they used metal ionic solutions as catalysts in an aquathermolysis
process. The main reason for this phenomenon is that the larger specific surface area of nanocatalysts
causes more reactivity compared to micron-sized catalysts. That is to say, larger surface area of
the nanocatalysts results in an increase in the contact area of oil with the nanocatalysts and better
interaction between them.

3. Application of Nanofluid Flooding as a Tertiary Recovery Technique

It is well-known that water flooding is the most practical used secondary oil recovery
approach [73]. However, for this method, the oil can be bypassed at the macroscopic level, and be
trapped at the microscopic level in reservoirs due to capillary forces. Therefore, significant researches
have aimed at finding new EOR agents to be added to the injection water that could reduce trapping
and increase the macroscopic sweep efficiency. With the advancement in nanosciences, one of the ides
is using NPs to assist water flooding performance and achieving high oil recovery. Many studies have
showed promising results and increased oil recovery by nanofluid flooding in laboratory experiments.
Some of the details of experiments for nanofluid flooding are summarized on Table 2.
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Table 2. Summary on the experiments for nanofluid flooding.

References NPs/Base Fluids Oil Type Oil Properties Core Properties
Parameters Incremental Oil Recovery (%)

Density
(kg/m3) Viscosity (cp) Type Size (mm) L/D

Alomair et al. [16] Al2O3, SiO2, NiO, TiO2/brine Heavy oil 950 206.88 Sandstone core 6.73/3.80 NP type −16.94–23.72

Adel et al. [30] SiO2, Al2O3/brine Medium crude oil 851 75 Sandstone 7.20/2.50 NP type and concentration SiO2 (8.74–13.88)
Al2O3 (−8.12–−4.65)

Tarek and El-Banbi [31] Fe2O3 + Al2O3 + SiO2/brine Mineral oil 919 5.12 Sandstone 58.46–76.30
25.20–25.28 Injection mode and salinity 0.9–9.49

Hendraningrat et al. [32] SiO2/brine Light oil 826 5.1 Sandstone 4.08–4.83/3.78–3.80 Permeability, NP concentration, PV 5.93–14.29

Hendraningrat et al. [33] SiO2/brine Paraffinic oil 803 1.956 Sandstone 4.80/3.79 Injection timing Secondary (8)
Tertiary (<2)

Li et al. [34] SiO2/brine Light oil 826 5.1 micromodel N/A NP concentration, two phase flow
behavior, emulsions and adsorptions N/A

Li et al. [34] SiO2/brine Light oil 826 5.1 Sandstone 48.02–48.34
37.90–37.93 NP concentration 4.26–5.32

Li et al. [42] SiO2/brine Light oil 847 15.3 Sandstone 4.50/3.83 NP type and concentration 5–15

Roustaei et al. [43] SiO2/brine Light oil 857 11 Carbonate 8–8.50/3.84 Ageing time 9–12, 16–17 (24 h)

Mahdi et al. [44] SiO2-biomaterial/water Heavy oil 925 200 Micromodel
(Shale) N/A NP concentration, shale orientation,

length, distance, injection pressure, 28–40

Maghzi et al. [45] SiO2/brine Heavy oil 933 870 Micromodel N/A NP concentration 8.7–26

Hendraningrat et al. [47] SiO2, Al2O3,TiO2/brine Light oil 826 5.1 Sandstone core 38.00/40.10 NP type 7–11

Hendraningrat et al. [49] SiO2/brine Light oil 826 5.1 Sandstone 3.97–12.99/3.80 NP size, permeability, injection rate,
rock wettability, temperature 0–8.41

Hendraningrat et al. [49] SiO2/brine Light oil 826 5.1 Sandstone 4.01–4.10
3.78–3.82 permeability and NP concentration 0–9.9

Kazemzadeh et al. [55] SiO2,NiO, Fe3O4/solution Asphaltene + toluene N/A N/A Micromodel N/A NP type and concentration
SiO2 (22.6)
NiO (14.6)
Fe3O4 (8.1)

Adel et al. [74] SiO2/brine Light oil 851 75 Sandstone 7.20/2.50 NP size and concentration 5–10

EI-Diasty [75] SiO2/Brine Mineral oil 891 N/A Sandstone 76.97/25.23 NP size and concentration 9–19

Ogolo et al. [76] SiO2 et al./Ethanol et al. Medium crude oil 911 53.28 Sandpack N/A Base fluid and NP type 13.3–24.1

Ehtesabi et al. [77] TiO2/brine Medium crude oil 920 41.21 Sandstone core 6.30/3.70 NP concentration 10–14

Haroun et al. [78] CuO, NiO, Fe2O3/brine Medium crude oil 887 47.9 Carbonate 3.81/3.81 NP type Fe2O3 (8.19)
NiO (7.59) CuO (14.07)

Tarek [79] Fe2O3 + Al2O3 + SiO2/brine Mineral oil 919 5.12 Sandstone 71.98–78.2
25.24–25.57 Mixture concentration 8.99–20.42
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3.1. Preparation of Nanofluids

Preparation of nanofluids is the first step in nanofluid flooding. The delicate preparation of a
nanofluid is important because nanofluids need special requirements such as an even suspension,
stable suspension, low agglomeration of particles, and no chemical change of the fluid [80].
Coagulation/agglomeration is a main problem during preparation of nanofluids [81]. Unstability
of nanofluids will lose their potential benefits when they are injected into reservoirs. Stability of
nanofluids depends on the preparation methods, NP characteristics, type of basefluids, surfactants,
pH, ultrasonication, etc.

There are several methods used for enhancing the stability of nanofluids [82].

(1) Changing the pH value: Isoelectric point (IEP) is the value of pH at which a particular molecule
carries no net electric charge, or hydration forces are negligible. When the pH of nanofluids is
equal or close to the IEP, nanofluids become unstable. Zeta potential is zero at the isoelectric
point, repulsive forces between NPs suspended in basefluid are zero and there is a tendency of
coagulation [83]. Hydration forces between NPs must be high in order to enhance the stability of
nanofluids [84]. A stable nanofluid must have pH around 7 because very high or low pH values
may damage the heat transfer surface due to corrosion especially at high temperature [84].

(2) Using surfactants: Surfactants can act as a bridge between NPs and basefluids which creates
continuity between NPs and basefluids [85]. Hydrophilic NPs such as oxides NPs will be easily
dispersible into the polar basefluids like water. However, when there is a need to disperse
hydrophobic NPs into polar base fluids and hydrophilic into non-polar basefluids, then addition
of surfactants is required to stabilize the nanofluids. It should be mentioned that the addition of
surfactant which affect the thermophysical properties of nanofluids.

(3) Using ultrasonic vibration: Ultrasonication is an accepted physical technique to disperse
agglomerated NPs into the basefluid [86–88]. To disperse the aggregates of NPs, ultrasonication
bath- or probe-based ultrasonic devices are most commonly used. The probe-based ultrasonic
devices operates at very high frequency. So, there may be the probability of contamination of
nanofluids due to the detachment of very minute metal particles from the surface of metal probe.
This may affect the stability of nanofluids adversely.

The use of these techniques depends on the required application of the nanofluid. Selection of
suitable surfactants depends mainly upon the properties of the solutions and particles. Stability of
NP dispersion in base fluid is indicated by zeta potential value, high zeta potential value indicates
good stability.

3.2. SiO2 Nanofluid Flooding

The most commonly used NPs in the literatures are SiO2 NPs. Hendraningrat et al. [32] studied
the possibility of using SiO2 nanofluid for EOR in sandstones (9–400 mD) and concluded that the
SiO2 NPs are suitable for EOR in water-wet sandstone. They also pointed out that NP concentration
is an important factor for low permeability water-wet sandstones because higher NP concentrations
had a tendency to block porous media. In addition to sandstones, SiO2 nanofluids also have huge
potential in EOR of oil-wet carbonate reservoirs [43]. Furthermore, Li et al. [42] conducted core flooding
experiments to study the effect of hydrophilic silica nano-structure particles and hydrophilic silica
colloidal NPs on oil recovery. They observed the same results that injecting both types of nanofluids
could increase oil recovery even though with very low concentration.

3.3. Influence Parameters of SiO2 Nanofluid Flooding

In order to maximize oil recovery of nanofluid flooding, it is crucial to have a clear depiction
of some influencing parameters that may affect the displacement process. From Table 2, it is found
that many factors, such as temperature, base fluids, NP type, NP size and injection time, have great
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effects on performance of SiO2 nanofluid flooding. Hendraningrat et al. [33] studied the injection
time for nanofluid flooding and found that the performance of nanofluid flooding as secondary mode
was much better than as tertiary mode. As secondary mode, nanofluid flooding had almost 8%
higher ultimate oil recovery. Then, Hendraningrat et al. [49] investigated the effects of NP size, rock
permeability, initial rock wettablitiy and temperature on oil recovery. They confirmed that smaller NP
size and higher temperature resulted in higher incremental oil recovery. Increasing permeability didn’t
show proportional relationship to increment oil recovery. Hence, nanofluid flooding has potential
in a wide range of reservoir rock permeabilities. Moreover, they expected that with increasing the
injection rate, the small water molecules would accelerate faster than the NPs. So the NPs would
agglomerate and block the pore throat and hence reducing the oil recovery. Also, Adel et al. [74]
conducted several flooding experiments to study the effect of NP size on oil recovery and found that the
higher final recovery factors were obtained when the NPs with smaller size were used in experiments.
EI-Diasty [75] evaluated the effect of NP size (5 to 60 nm) on SiO2 nanofluid flooding by Egyptian
sandstones. They reached the same conclusions as Hendraningrat et al. [49] and Adel et al. [74].
Furthermore, Roustaei and Bagherzadeh [43] reported that aging of nanofluid in cores contributed to
increased oil recovery. The experimental results showed that oil recovery factors increased by 16% and
17%, respectively, when the nanofluid was aged for 24 h in two core samples. Tarek and EI-Diasty [31]
reported that nanofluid slugs could be used as an alternative for continuous injection as it could be
more economically attractive.

3.4. Metal Oxides Nanofluid Flooding

With the advancement in nanosciences, some researchers have investigated the use of some metal
oxides NPs and proven their ability as EOR agents and their advantages over SiO2 NPs. For example,
Ogolo et al. [76] investigated the performance of eight NPs (oxides of aluminum, zinc, magnesium, iron,
zirconium, nickel, tin and silicon) and four base fluids (distilled water, brine, ethanol and diesel oil) for
enhanced oil recovery. The results obtained from the experiments showed that Al2O3 NPs dispersed in
brine and distilled water had the tendency to improve oil recoveries through reduction of oil viscosity.
Magnesium and zinc oxide in distilled water and in brine resulted in permeability problems due to their
large diameter. Adel et al. [30] performed experiments to compare the potentials of SiO2 and Al2O3

nanofluids used to improve the oil recovery. They found experimentally that SiO2 NPs with different
concentrations could be used to improve the recovery factor. However, the oil recoveries of Al2O3 NP
were not better than that of water flooding. In addition, Hendraningrat et al. [47] investigated Al2O3

and TiO2 and compared them with SiO2. The results showed that the highest total oil recovery was
achieved by using TiO2. Then, Ehtesabi et al. [77] found that TiO2 NPs in low concentration could
enhance heavy oil recovery in flooding experiments on a laboratory scale. Meanwhile, Haroun et al. [78]
proposed a new EOR method, called electrokinetics (EK)-assisted nanofluid flooding. In this process,
EK (direct current voltage of about 2 V/cm) was applied to increase oil recovery of nanofluid flooding.
They compared the performances of several NPs (FeO, CuO and NiO) with EK after waterflooding
stage in the carbonate cores from Abu Dhabi and found that CuO produced better results than FeO
and NiO due to exhibiting both higher density and electrical conductivity.

3.5. Other Nanofluid Flooding

Except for the abovementioned NPs, other commonly used nanomaterials are mentioned in
the literature, such as cellulose nanocrystals (CNC) and micro-gel nano-spheres. Molnes et al. [27]
investigated the injectivity of CNC in a high-permeable sandstone core, and found that CNC has
potential as additives in injection water for EOR. Then, Heggset et al. [89] found that CNC has
temperature stability that was stable after heating to 140 ◦C for three days. Wei et al. [29] also believed
that nanocrystals are supposed to be a promising flooding agent in the near future. They proved
that sweep volume improvement, emulsification and entrainment were the main mechanisms for
nanocrystal nanofluid flooding by visual EOR experiments in a micromodel.
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Moreover, Kanj et al. [90] performed an experimental study on nanofluids (BaSO4, BaFe12O19) core
flood experiments in the ARAB-D formation of the giant Ghawar field in Saudi Arabia. Meanwhile,
Wang et al. [91], prepared a polyacrylamide micro-gel nano-spheres and used them to enhance
the recovery of Zhuangxi heavy oil (its viscosity is 238 mPa·s at 55 ◦C,) in a sand-pack model.
They confirmed experimentally the promising future of nanospheres in EOR. For carbonate reservoirs.
Kanj et al. [92] presented the first laboratory plus field trial of NPs application on the giant Ghawar
oil field at Saudi Arabia. The formation was Arab-D carbonate rock. Their challenges involve a high
temperature reservoir greater than 100 ◦C and high connate water salinity about 120,000 ppm. The NP
used is called A-Dots. They are carbon based fluorescent NPs. Carbon NPs represent a unique class of
nanomaterials that are generally synthesized through a hydrothermal treatment process. The recovery
factor achieved experimentally using A-Dots NPs was exceeding 96% lab scale.

3.6. Mixture Nanofluid Flooding

A single nanofluid does not have all the favorable advantages required for a particular EOR
process. However, in some practical applications, a trade-off between several characteristics of various
NPs is required and that is where the use of mixtures of nanofluids comes in. Some authors have
found that using nanofluid mixtures is favorable for increasing the recovery since it combines the
advantages of different NPs. Alomair et al. [16] performed nanofluid mixture flooding tests on heavy
oil using Berea sandstone cores. The experimental results showed that a mixed nanofluid of SiO2

and Al2O3 at 0.05 wt % had the highest incremental oil recovery among all the nanofluids due to
its capability to hinder asphaltene precipitation and reduce the emulsion viscosity and IFT values.
Then, Tarek and EI-Diasty [31] proved that the use of mixtures of nanofluids (40% Fe2O3 + 35 Al2O3 +
25% SiO2) successfully recovered additional oil from oil reservoirs. The mixtures of nanofluids could
cause additional recovery beyond what a single nanofluid could. Then, Tarek [79] conducted several
experiments with different concentrations of NP mixtures on a high permeability core starting directly
with tertiary recovery. They found that the optimum nanofluid mixture concentration depended on
both the fluid and rock properties. The main reason suggested for the oil recovery improvement is that
mixtures of nanofluids have a high packing efficiency at the interface that might positively affect the
oil recovery.

According to the literature, nanofluid mixture flooding can be used as a better technique for EOR
than single nanofluid flooding. However, this method also has its disadvantages. Firstly, the systematic
and rigorous preparation and evaluation of nanofluid mixtures is time consuming. Moreover, the
implementation process of nanofluid mixture flooding is more complex. Finally, the cost of nanofluid
mixture flooding is higher than that of single nanofluid flooding.

3.7. Glass Micromodel Experiments

Except for the aforementioned core flooding tests, the glass micromodel experiment is a major
means used in the study of the microscopic recovery of oils during nanofluid flooding [34,44,45,55].
By this kind of glass micromodel, the microscopic behavior of oil and nanofluid two-phase flow and
fluid distribution in porous media can be continuously monitored during the experiments. This is a
significant advantage to detect the movement of nanofluid interfaces, and investigate the microscopic
EOR mechanism of nanofluid flooding.

Maghzi et al. [45] performed five-spot glass micromodel experiments with heavy oil and
discovered that the sweep efficiency was enhanced during silica nanofluid flooding and increased
with the increase of the NP concentration. Then, Li et al. [34] studied three different concentrations
of nanofluids as tertiary recovery agents after water flooding. They reported that nanofluids could
release oil droplets trapped by capillary pressure and the nanofluids with high NP concentration could
stabilize o/w emulsions. Mahdi et al. [44] conducted a series of tests on a micromodel containing
shale strikes to study the effects of nano-biomaterials as EOR candidates on heavy oil recovery. They
found that the highest efficiency was 78%, which was obtained when one pore volume of biopolymer
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and SiO2 NPs were injected. Presence of shales in the pore media decreased the oil recovery and
breakthrough time compared with the homogeneous porous media. Recently, Kazemzadeh et al. [55]
investigated the effects of SiO2, NiO, and Fe3O4 NPs on oil recovery by a glass micromodel. They
found that SiO2 is the most effective NP for improving oil recovery. NiO and Fe3O4 NPs followed.

4. Nano-Assisted Thermal EOR Methods

The continuing decline of conventional oil resources has motivated the oil industry to develop
various thermal methods for producing the abundant heavy oil resources worldwide, especially
in Venezuela, Canada, and the United States [93]. These thermal methods, such as CSS, steam
flooding, SAGD and in-situ combustion, mainly take advantage of heat to reduce heavy oil
viscosity [94,95]. However, these production and subsequent upgrading processes often result in high
greenhouse-gas emissions and serious water pollution. In-situ upgrading of heavy oil in reservoirs by
nanocatalysts in combination with various thermal EOR methods is a promising new idea. It is an
environmental-friendly approach for unlocking heavy oil resources by leaving waste hydrocarbons,
solids, and minerals under the ground, along with produced oil with immediate viscosity and density.

4.1. Feasibility Study

Nanocatalysts have shown promising applications in various thermal EOR methods to improve
oil recovery such as SAGD, electromagnetic heating process, CSS etc. For instance, Nassar et al. [96]
was the first to propose in-situ upgrading of heavy oil by adding nanocatalysts in combination with
SAGD (Figure 15). Then, in order to investigate the effect of reaction severity and nanocatalysts
on solid and gaseous products, Hashemi et al. [97] studied for the first time in situ upgrading of
Athabasca bitumen using Ni–W–Mo nanocatalysts in a continuous flow mode. The results showed
that nanocatalysts bettered the quality of Athabasca bitumen by improving the bitumen properties
such as decreasing the density, viscosity and microcarbon residue. In addition, Nassar et al. [98]
investigated the effects of NP type on heavy oil recovery. They found that NiO had higher oxidation
ability, adsorption capacity, and catalytic potency than Co3O4 and Fe3O4 [99].
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Greff et al. [100] investigated the effects of nanocatalysts on electromagnetic heating processes for
heavy oil recovery. They found that nano-nickel catalysts improved the performance of electromagnetic
heating processes. This is because of the increased cracking and vaporization which was demonstrated
by Greff and Babadagli [101] to take place in the presence of nanocatalyst and microwaves. In addition,
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nano-nickel catalysts increased the efficiency of microwave heating for heavy oil production, which
recovered more oil with a faster rate and a lower total energy input.

Moreover, Greff et al. [101] reported that nickel NPs improved the recovery of CSS by 10%. Then,
Shokrlu and Babadagli [102] also studied the effects of nickel NPs on the recovery of CSS. The results
showed that the nickel NPs increased the recovery factor by approximately 22% when the NPs were
injected together with a cationic surfactant and xanthan-gum polymer. Sveistrup et al. [103] also
believed that the combination of surfactant and xanthan gum can be used as viscosifying agents in
EOR processes. Farooqui et al. [104] confirmed the beneficial aquatthermolysis effect brought by
the use of nickel NP shown in the previous research (Shokrlu and Babadagli [102]). Except for the
laboratory experiments, The CSS field pilot tests using nanocatalysts were conducted in Liaohe oilfields
in China [42,91]. This is considered the first real application of nanocatalysts in oilfields.

Hashemi et al. [23] reported that the presence of trimetallic nanocatalysts in the hot fluid enhanced
the bitumen recovery. This is because the contact between nanocatalysts with the hot gases results
in the production of lighter components by catalytic hydrocracking of bitumen and the subsequent
viscosity reduction of bitumen.

4.2. Transport of Nanocatalysts inside Porous Media

In order to place nanocatalysts in contact with more oil in reservoirs during nano-assisted thermal
EOR processes, one of the essential requirements is the propagation of nanocatalysts in oil over long
distances in reservoirs. Therefore, one of the obvious concerns is the feasibility of transporting the
nanocatalysts in reservoirs to contact enough oil without formation damage.

Habibi et al. [105] pointed out that the study of interactions between fines and pore surfaces and
investigating the governing forces are important issues to describe the mechanism of transport of
nanocatalysts inside porous media. Ahmadi et al. [15] found that the magnitude of the electric double
layer repulsion in comparison with the London-van der Waals attraction between fines and media
grain particles was considerably diminished when MgO nanoparticle was used to coat the porous
media resulting in fine fixation. Godinez and Darnault [106] believed that deposition process is a key
retention mechanism of nano-TiO2 in saturated porous media. As the solution pH approached the
point of zero charge of nano-TiO2, the mobility and transport of nano-TiO2 were limited due to the
reduction of electrostatic interaction forces leading to the increase in the deposition rate coefficients.
Vecchia et al. [107] injected microscale zerovalent iron (ZVI) at a concentration of 20 g/L, amended
with xanthan gum (3 g/L) in 0.46 m long columns. The tests proved that xanthan gum is an excellent
stabilizing agent and delivery vehicle of ZVI particles.

The feasibility of propagating nanocatalysts through reservoirs was investigated by
Zamani et al. [108,109]. They confirmed that the propagation of nanocatalysts in an oil sands packed
bed column at typical pressure and temperature of SAGD recovery process is feasible, as neither major
permeability reduction nor pore plugging were observed. Then, Zamani et al. [24] examined the effects
of permeability, connate brine salinity, temperature and NP concentration on the propagation of NPs
in porous media. The results showed that the temperature, connate-water salinity, permeability and
NP concentration have no effects on transport of nanocatalysts inside porous media.

However, it is noteworthy that the results reported by Zamani et al. were obtained at low
temperatures and without taking the cracking reaction into account which indicated that nanocatalysts
could transport through the porous beds. Hashemi et al. [110] studied the transport of nanocatalysts
(Ni–Mo–W) in oil sands at high temperature and pressure, and found that aggregation of nanocatalysts
occurred at high temperatures and different sand permeability. The authors showed that the deposition
tendency for nanocatalysts was strongly affected by the type of metal, temperature, and sand
permeability. Increasing the temperature favored the aggregation, which was attributed to the increase
in frequency of particle collision because of heavy oil viscosity reduction and subsequently, higher
aggregation rate. Further, a high-permeability-oil-sands-packed bed has a lower amount of deposited
nanocatalysts compared to the low-permeability medium. Again, deposition of nanocatalysts mainly
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occurred at the entrance of the injection zone and rapidly decreased across the reaction zone. Ju and
Fan [111] also found that NP adsorption at pore walls, and pore throat blocking, occur at a higher
frequency closer to the inlet by experiments. However, the same for the low temperature experiments,
deposition of nanocatalysts inside the porous media has a meager influence on medium permeability.
Again, pressure drop analysis showed no major permeability damage across the reaction zone [110].

One of the most important aspects of nanocatalyst transport inside porous media is the control
over the particle size during the injection and reaction times. In addition to pressure drop via
permeability reduction, particle size would impact on dispersion ability, adsorption affinity and
catalytic activity of nanoparticles inside the medium [110]. Nassar et al. [98,99] performed a series of
experimental studies on this important aspect with successful results. It should be noted that most
of these studies are at the initial steps for fulfilling the idea of in-situ upgrading with the promising
results to future enhancement in the area of heavy oil technologies.

Except for the abovementioned experiments, mathematical simulation methods also can provide
valuable information on the transport behavior of nanocatalysts in porous media. Modeling of mass
transfer and deposition behavior of fine particles in cylindrical channels were studied by several
researchers [112–114]. Molina [115] developed a mathematical model which took into account the
geometry of channels, fluid properties, NP size and concentration. Despite the very large effort, by
changing the physical properties of media and geometry, it is required to conduct new experiments
to estimate the coefficient existed in the mathematical model equations. Moreover, Ju et al. [116]
presented mathematical models regarding changes in reservoir properties (porosity and absolute
permeability) due to adsorption of NPs. However, the mathematical modeling of such processes is still
very complex and still requires novel description and solution methods. Significance of nanocatalysts
for improving heavy oil recovery needs further research.

In conclusion, propagation of nanocatalysts inside the porous media is feasible and nanocatalysts
could be controllably delivered through oil sands porous media into a targeted heavy oil reservoir,
where they could work as catalysts for heavy oil upgrading. However, some portion of injected
particles could be retained inside the porous media. Nonetheless, the deposited particles inside the
medium can potentially increase the activity of the medium and could be predicted by mathematical
modeling [115].

5. Nano-Assisted Chemical EOR Methods

By expansion of nanotechnology, the simultaneous application of NPs and chemical substance,
such as polymer, surfactant and emulsion, has been studied for improving the oil recovery of traditional
chemical processes. In this section, the latest research results about various nano-assisted chemical
EOR methods are discussed in detail.

5.1. Nano-Assisted Polymer Flooding

Recently, the use of polymer flooding as a chemical method has increased in oil reservoirs
worldwide [117]. However, the occurrence of high shear rates in reservoirs during polymer flooding
easily results in degradation of polymers, decreasing their viscosity [118]. Therefore, how to control
the degradation of polymers under harsh conditions is one of the key problems to develop widely
this technique. Recently, many researchers have found that NPs could be utilized as rheology control
agents in polymer flooding.

Maghzi et al. [119] evaluated experimentally the effects of silica NPs on the rheological behavior of
polyacrylamide solutions in water. The analysis showed that NPs improved pseudo-plasticity behavior
of polymer solutions in low shear rates. This increase can be a reason for EOR during core flooding
experiments by nano-assisted polymer flooding in comparison with traditional polymer flooding.

Zeyghami et al. [120] found that addition of silica NPs increased the viscosity of sulfonated
polyacrylamide solutions, and its effect on hydrolyzed polyacrylamide increased with the increase of
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NP concentrations. In addition, increasing electrolyte concentration decreased the effect of nano silica
on viscosity and caused a severe coagulation problem.

Recently, Cheraghian and Khalilinezhad [121] developed a novel nanofluid based on
polyacrylamide clay and proved that it is a suitable agent in polymer flooding for improving heavy oil
recovery. The coreflood experiments showed a 5% increase in oil recovery for the nanoclay polymer
solution in comparison with the polymer solution after 1 PV fluid injection.

In order to observe the microscopic behavior of polymer solutions with NPs in porous media,
Maghzi et al. [119,122] studied the performance of silica NPs in polyacrylamide solution in a five-spot
glass micromodel saturated with heavy oil. They observed that the silica NPs caused an increase in
oil recovery of polymer flooding by a factor of 10%, and strong water-wetting of the medium after
flooding. Then, Maghzi et al. [123] researched further the effect of silica NPs on the polyacrylamide
performance in the presence of salts during polymer flooding of heavy oil by the same experimental
setups. The results showed that the oil recovery decreased by increasing the salt concentration
during the polyacrylamide flooding. However, the effect of the salt concentration on oil recovery of
polyacrylamide flooding with silica NPs was lower. Moreover, the viscosity of silica nano-suspension
in polyacrylamide was higher than that of polyacrylamide solution at the same salinity.

5.2. Nano-Assisted Surfactant Flooding

Surfactant flooding is known as a common chemical method for enhancing oil recovery. Many
papers have been published about the effects of NPs as additives in surfactant flooding. The use of
NPs can change surfactant properties and therefore increase the influence of surfactant solution on oil
recovery processes.

Firstly, NPs can effectively reduce IFT between water and oil due to its presence at the interfacial
layers [124]. When the NP concentration is low, NPs decreased IFT due to their absorption on the
liquid surface. However, when NP concentration is high, NPs nearly completely remove the surfactant
from the bulk aqueous phase and there is no free surfactant available in the bulk [125]. In addition,
a study showed that adding non-ferrous metal NPs in an anionic surfactant permitted a 70%–79%
reduction of IFT [126].

Secondly, the use of Al2O3 NPs with an anionic surfactant can change rock wettability from oil-wet
to water-wet and also increase ultimate oil recovery [37]. Recently, Mohajeri et al. [127] also found that
C12TAB (a cationic surfactant)/ZrO2 NPs could alter the wettability to a water-wet condition.

Finally, some researchers found that the presence of NPs could result in rheological changes
and therefore increasing viscosity, which affected the oil recovery of surfactant flooding [124,125].
Furthermore, Suleimanov et al. [126] found that NPs added to the surface-active agent solution caused
flow character modification from Newtonian to non-Newtonian and a consequent viscosity increase
by 2 times. This is a great achievement because this nano-surfactant solution can effectively control the
mobility ratio in surfactant flooding processes.

Collectively, addition of NPs in surfactant solutions can release residual oils remaining in
reservoirs and improve oil recovery because of IFT reduction, spontaneous emulsion formation,
wettability alteration, and flow characters modification.

In addition, it is noted that adsorption of surfactant onto the NPs can also possess the ability to
prevent the aggregation of NPs dispersed in nanofluids. The surfactants cover the surface of NPs with
a long loop and tail which extends out into the nanofluids. Sterically stabilized nanofluids remain well
dispersed or stable for a longer period [128]. Therefore, adsorption of surfactant onto NPs is also a
potential mechanism for nano-assisted surfactant flooding.

5.3. Nano-Assisted Emulsion Flooding

Recently, nanoemulsions have attracted interest and enthusiasm for being used in chemical EOR
processes [129]. Qiu et al. [130] evaluated the potential application of NP-stabilized solvent base
emusion injection to enhance heavy oil recovery in the Alaska North Slope area. The experimental
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results showed that addition of NPs to micro-emulsions increased the viscosity of the micro-emulsion,
resulting in a favorable mobility ratio. NPs also help form in situ oil emulsification which could
mobilize the bypassed heavy oil and form a favorable miscible flooding recovery.

6. Nano-Assisted Gas EOR Methods

Gas injection techniques have been used commercially worldwide for more than 40 years [131].
However, improvement in sweep efficiency is one of the most pressing technical challenges to enable
wider application of these techniques. The existence of NPs provides a novel approach to improve the
performance of these techniques.

6.1. Nano-Assisted Gas Flooding

Surfactants can be used to generate foam and reduce gas mobility, which improve the sweep
efficiency and successfully increase oil recovery of gas flooding in some field tests. However, the harsh
environmental conditions in reservoirs, such as high temperature, salinity and rock surface adsorption,
are the main handicaps to widely use surfactants in gas injection processes. NPs are of interest in gas
EOR as an alternative to surfactants as gas-in-water foam stabilizers due to their special characteristics
such as excellent chemical stability even under harsh reservoir conditions, low retention on mineral
surface, and the ability to produce highly stable foams.

Silica NPs are commercially available and widely studied for this purpose. For example,
Espinosa et al. [132] reported that using silica NPs could form CO2-in-water foams without the
aid of surfactants. Andrew et al. [133] observed that 50% SiOH NPs could strongly adsorb at the
CO2-water interface and generated highly stable CO2 foams. They also observed that stable CO2 foam
could be generated with the help of silica NPs at 5000 ppm [134]. The core flooding tests showed
that the generated CO2 foam could markedly reduce CO2 mobility. With the increase of nano-silica
concentration and flow rate, the foam mobility decreased and the foam resistance factor increased [134].
In addition, Aminzadeh et al. [135] also found NPs could be used to improve sweep efficiency during
liquid CO2 injection in a brine filled sandstone core for CO2 sequestration because of generated
CO2/water foam. NP-stabilized foam led to higher CO2 trapping after the initial CO2 injection.
Le et al. [136] studied mixtures of SiO2 NPs and surfactants for EOR in high temperature reservoirs.
They performed experiments mixing various types of surfactant solutions with SiO2 NPs. Some of the
mixtures showed great potentials for EOR application due to their resistance to adsorption onto rock
surface, and thermostability at 91 ◦C.

Nguyen et al. [137] evaluated NP-stabilized CO2 foam stability and effectiveness in EOR of
different types of oils (light, medium and heavy oils) at micromodel scales. All three oils showed
substantial additional oil recovery and a potentially valuable reservoir homogenization effect because
NP-stabilized CO2 foam flooding resulted in significantly smaller oil-in-water emulsions (Figure 16).
These results highlighted the pore-scale dynamics, effectiveness, and potential for NP- stabilized CO2

foam flooding in enhanced oil recovery.
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Mo et al. [138] observed that SiO2 stabilized CO2 foam improved oil recovery after waterflooding
in sandstone. The effects of pressure, temperature, and rock samples on the performance of CO2 foam
on residual oil recovery were also investigated. The results indicated that the residual oil recovery
by CO2/nano silica flooding increased as the pressure was increased and temperature decreased.
The NP-stabilized CO2 foam was also observed to improve oil recovery from limestone and dolomite
after water flooding.

Yu et al. [139] studied the effects of particle structure (amorphous and crystalline silica
nanoparticles) and wettability on supercritical CO2 foam generation and the supercritical CO2 foam
behaviors such as foam morphology, foam resistance factor and mobility. The results showed that
CO2 foams stabilized by crystalline silica and amorphous silica exhibited similar flow behaviors. The
CO2 bubble size decreased significantly with the increase in hydrophobicity of silica nanoparticles.
The silica NP with the highest hydrophobicity showed the greatest reduction of foam mobility
under the conditions of wide-ranged phase ratios and total flow rates. In addition to SiO2 NPs,
Espinosa et al. [132] described the development of a CO2-foam stabilized by PEG-coated NPs.

Worthen et al. [140] presented a turnkey approach for using surface treated NPs in reservoirs and
outlined the key details of NP design for CO2 EOR, which includes foam stability tests, transportability
through cores, foam generation when coinjecting NPs and CO2 in cores, quantification of CO2 viscosity
enhancement, and field-scale simulations.
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Except for CO2 gas, Singh and Mohanty [141] firstly found that aqueous foams could be created
by the surface-modified NPs solutions and N2. The experiments in Berea sandstone cores showed
that the generated immiscible foams could recover a significant amount of oil over water flood. These
recoveries were comparable to or higher than those obtained when a surfactant was used as the
foaming agent.

Another application of NPs is to increase both the density and viscosity of an injected gas.
In this way, the mobility is effectively controlled in gas flooding, which improves gas sweep efficiency
and oil recovery. For example, Shah and Rusheet [26] conducted CO2 nanofluid (CuO NPs saturated
with CO2) core flood experiments on EOR of heavy oil. The results showed that NPs CO2 nanofluid
recovered 71.30% of the heavy oil due to swelling and displacing of heavy oil, 13.30% higher than a
conventional CO2 core flood. The mechanism is that both density and viscosity of CO2 increase by
adding NPs. The viscosity of CO2 nanouids proved to be 140 times greater than conventional CO2.
Then, Jafari et al. [142] investigated application of CO2 saturated with silica NPs in continuous injection
for heavy oil recovery. The results were consistent with the results from Shah and Rusheet [26].

6.2. Nano-Assisted Water Alternating Gas Flooding

It is known that water alternating gas flooding (WAG) is mainly applied to improve sweep
efficiency through mobility control. Its EOR mechanism is alternately flooding oil reservoirs with
water and gas, and the gas can occupy parts of the pore space that would otherwise be occupied by
water flooding [143]. Presence of NPs in WAG process is a novel EOR method, called NWAG, which
is mainly used in intermediate and oil-wet reservoirs. This method can economically and efficiently
improve oil recovery by simultaneously improving macroscopic and microscopic sweep efficiencies.
It is noted that NPs can be used in both the gas and water phases to enhance oil recovery during
NWAG processes.

Khezrnejad et al. [144] studied the NWAG process in a two dimensional glass micromodel.
The micromodel studies indicated that adding a small amount of SiO2 and Al2O3 NPs to the brine can
enhance residual oil recovery by 15%–20%. Concentration and type of NPs have a significant effect on
oil recovery. SiO2 NPs are more efficient than Al2O3 NPs in terms of oil recovery.

Moradi et al. [145] studied experimentally NWAG injections performed on carbonate core samples
saturated with crude oil. The results showed more than 20% incremental in recovery factor by the
NWAG process in comparison with the traditional WAG process. Therefore, the NWAG process is
feasible to overcome the problems of the WAG process and further improve oil recovery in field scales.

Jafari et al. [142] investigated application of CO2 saturated with silica NPs in WAG process for
heavy oil recovery. They observed that the water breakthrough happened later and the oil recovery
factor increased in nano-saturated CO2 than pure CO2 injection due to the formation of nano-stabilised
o/w emulsions.

In addition to the numerous abovementioned experimental studies, robust mathematical modeling
of NWAG process can also provide valuable information on practical applications. Zhang et al. [146]
simulated NWAG process by Eclipse and CMG. In this process, a tracer was applied in the simulations
to determine the locations of NPs underground and its concentration. The simulation results showed
that NPs mainly located around injection wells and high permeable zones. The NWAG process had
a great potential in improving WAG performance, and it performed better with existence of natural
fractures. Recently, Matroushi, et al. [147] investigated the feasibility of using NWAG approach in
the field scale by simulation. The simulation showed that application of NWAG improved the oil
recovery for 13% compared to the traditional WAG process. The injection time of the NWAG process is
6 months (5 months nanofluid and 1 month CO2) and NWAG ratio is 2:1.
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7. Challenges and Opportunities for Future Research

Although NPs are proved to be potential candidates as the agent in many EOR processes, most of
them are limited to laboratory research and not suitable for field scale applications. Several challenges
still remain before these nano-assisted EOR methods can be used in practical field applications:

(1) Preparation of nanofluids faces several technical challenges. NPs always tend to aggregate at the
results of the strong Vander Waals interactions under the harsh reservoir conditions. Therefore,
the main technical challenge is to generate a homogeneous suspension of NPs [77].

(2) Currently, most of the research is still focused on nanofluid flooding process. The mechanisms of
other nano-assisted EOR methods mentioned in this paper and the interaction among NPs, rock
properties and initial reservoir fluid during these processes are not clearly understood.

(3) Although some experiments were conducted to study metal NPs and proved their ability as EOR
agents. However, the studies that try to investigate their advantages over SiO2 NPs still have
some divergences among themselves. Moreover, the research on mixture nanofluids is still in its
infant stage. The lack of enough experimental research on nanofluid mixtures hinders their wide
application in EOR processes.

(4) Reaching a fundamental understanding of various nano-assisted EOR methods requires
performing accurate calculation and comprehensive modeling, which remains a challenge.
However, it is still lack of suitable theoretical investigation and mathematical models to accurately
describe these processes because the nano-assisted EOR methods involve complex procedures
and unclear mechanisms.

The immediate need is to pay more attention to the following research areas:

(1) Conduct further experimental research to meet the abovementioned challenges, which involves
improving nanofluid stability, control of the dispersion state of nanofluids, understanding
the EOR mechanisms of the nano-assisted EOR methods, and exploring novel applications
of nanofluid mixtures.

(2) Conduct studies on the theoretical investigation and mathematical models for the various
nano-assisted EOR processes to understand the fundamental EOR mechanisms. This also will help
the engineers to select suitable nano-techniques and reduce risks for application on field scales.

(3) Explore nano-assisted EOR applications in pilot projects and oilfields. The design and operational
experiences acquired from traditional EOR methods should be exploited in development efforts
to enable nano-assisted EOR to be applied in practical pilot and oilfield applications in the near
future. Furthermore, in order to take these nano-assisted EOR methods to the next level, there is
a need to develop cost-effective and environmentally-acceptable NPs.

8. Conclusions

This paper presented a critical review of the most recent research progress in the application
of NPs for enhanced oil recovery. The reviewed literature shows that the traditional EOR methods
face many challenges, some of which are well solved by NPs, as they have some unique properties,
such as ultra-small size, very high surface to volume ratio, low costs and environmental friendliness.
Therefore, NPs have been considered as potential agents to enhance oil recovery.

NPs have great potential for EOR in the forms of nanofluids, nanoemulsions and nanocatalysts.
Their EOR mechanisms depend on their respective application processes. Nanofluids can be used
as a tertiary recovery technique to increase oil recovery of water or gas flooding. Nanocatalysts are
always used together with thermal EOR methods to perform in-situ upgrading inside reservoirs by
aquathermolysis. Nanoemulsions have a relatively wider application scope including water, gas and
chemical flooding.

SiO2 is the most widely used NP in nanofluid flooding, and has huge potential in enhanced oil
recovery for carbonate and sandstone reservoirs. Recently, studies have explored the potential of
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other metal oxides NPs such as Al2O3, TiO2 and CuO. Because a single nanofluid does not possess
all the favorable characteristics required for a particular EOR purpose, some authors have studied
the favorability of using mixtures of nanofluids for increasing the recovery since they combine the
advantages of different NPs.

Many parameters, such as types and sizes of NPs, temperature, injection time, etc., have significant
effects on the performance of nanofluid flooding. The oil recovery of nanofluid flooding increases with
decreasing NP size and injection rate and increasing temperature. Increasing permeability doesn’t
show proportional relationship to increment oil recovery. The performance of nanofluids flooding
as secondary mode is much better than as tertiary mode. Aging of nanofluid contributes to increase
oil recovery.

NPs have great potential as catalysts to enhance oil recovery of traditional thermal EOR methods
such as SAGD, CSS and electromagnetic heating process. However, one of the concerns with these
methods is the feasibility of transporting nanocatalysts through porous media without causing damage
to the formation. Aggregation of nanocatalysts often occurs at high temperatures, and is strongly
affected by pressure drop, temperature, permeability, NP type and size. Development of mathematical
simulation methods can provide valuable information on transport behavior of nanocatalysts in
porous media.

The simultaneous application of NPs and chemicals, such as polymer, surfactant and emulsion,
has been studied for improving oil recovery of traditional chemical processes. For nano-assisted
polymer flooding, adding silica NPs can improve pseudo-plasticity behavior of polymer solutions
and stabilize polymer solutions. NPs along with surfactants can result in improving oil recovery and
releasing residual oils due to IFT reduction, spontaneous emulsion formation, wettability alteration,
and modification of flow characters. Moreover, nano-assisted emulsion flooding is also a promising
technique for enhanced oil recovery at laboratory scale.

NPs can be used to better the performance of various gas injection methods by various forms.
NP-stabilized gas (CO2 or N2) foam flooding has great potential for EOR application. Another
application of NPs is to control the mobility in gas flooding by increasing both the density and viscosity
of injected gases. The NWAG process is a novel potentially feasible process for enhanced oil recovery.
NPs can be used in both the gas and water phases during NWAG processes. In addition to experimental
studies, robust mathematical modeling can be used to simulate NWAG process in field scale.
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